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A comprehensive menu of Asianbox from Oslo covering all 15 menus and drinks can be found here on the menu.
For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

I9149WEsarap likes about Asianbox:
This restaurant is a very good venue for having a casual wedding party. Together with the super nice,

forthcoming and solution-oriented owner, we booked the entire restaurant for our wedding party of 90 people
(place for max 100 people). We decorated it ourselves in the way we wanted while Johnny (the owner) together
with his team prepared a fantastic feast with lots of different courses, we had a buffet which was th... read more.
The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological

limitations, and there is complimentary WLAN. If the weather conditions are right, you can also eat outside. What
Majid Arnesen doesn't like about Asianbox:

Her vegan sushi was very salty. It was delicious and had a combination of flavors that I have never experienced,
but there was just too much salt! My non-veg friend thought the same about his appetizers (some fish tables), but
we didn't have the same problem with the most important courses. I think her only vegan option was a Thai curry.
It was served in a beautiful wooden bowl and the taste was good. Yellow Thai-Cur... read more. In the Asianbox
from Oslo, using a lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat, easy-to-digest, tasty Japanese dishes are

prepared, Indulge in the impressive outlook of the delicious arrangements of the dishes and also enjoy a
excellent outlook of some of the nearby highlights. You have the option to, after the meal (or during it), also

relax at the bar with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, Many visitors find it particularly great that they can try the
versatile, fine Chinese cuisine.
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P�z�
FUSION

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Mai� Cours�
PORK BELLY

Asiatisch� Gericht� - Huh�
THAI CURRY

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

MUSHROOM

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

MUSSELS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TUNA

SHRIMP

PORK MEAT

BEANS
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Opening Hours:
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Tuesday 16:00-22:00
Wednesday 16:00-22:00
Thursday 16:00-22:00
Friday 16:00-23:30
Saturday 13:00-23:30
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